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Research and Talk Overview
Today’s talk
Learning & automation in
intelligent infrastructure with
humans in the loop
• Motivation: challenges &
opportunities
• Case studies
• What’s on the horizon and
open questions

• What are the unintended consequences and unexpected outcomes of the
IoT+Algorithms for “X” view?
• What research agenda emerges in view of such cautionary tales?
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Urban Expansion
• Today: 55%1 of the world’s population
lives in urban areas
• 2050: UN projects urban population
to be 68%1

82%
59%

• Mega-cities with more than 10 million
people are increasing in number.
• Small cities and urban villages are
numerous.
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China
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How can we ensure sustainable urbanization in the face of rapid growth?

1

2018 Revision of World Urbanization Prospects, Population Division of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs
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The world is simply more connected!
• Internet of Things (IoT) technologies abound
• IoT devices produce massive data
• Novel approaches to computation such as
edge computing empower IoT devices

IoT+distributed computation enable platform-based services hosted in the cloud
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The Digital Transformation
People are evolving from passive to active participants in many services.

digital awareness

digital literacy

digital transformation
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Emerging Markets:On-Demand Goods & Services
• We can use our phones to
request a car instantly
• Our phones are mediators in
complex negotiations that
resolve in seconds
• Within minutes our ride
arrives

{

Market
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Smart & Connected Communities

Confluence of urban growth, digital transformation, massive data, and IoT/distributed
computation exposes a unique platform for making cities smarter and improving the
citizen experience.
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No Free Lunch: Opportunities Come with Challenges
There are numerous opportunities to improve efficiency and service quality, yet…

common

interest

private
sector

Yet, several challenges persist:
• service gap: increased demand leads to private solutions driven
by the `bottom line’ exacerbating the tragedy of the commons
• private-public interaction: data sharing, issues of equity and
fairness, liability sharing, etc.
• human element: people are not rational and are constantly
learning and adapting

public
sector

Key challenge: urban population growth and technology boom at faster rate
than changes to legacy infrastructure, regulations, and policies
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Case Studies
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Case Studies: Algorithms for Predictive Policing
• Algorithms designed to predict when and where crimes will
take place
• e.g., PredPol, COMPAS, etc.

Incident
reported

• Drug offense data, Oakland, CA: PredPol sent officers to
neighborhoods with a high proportion of people from racial
minorities2
• Problem: Algorithms learn from ‘reports recorded’ by police
rather than actual crime rates
Failure Point: biased data

2

2016 Study by Human Rights Data Analysis Group
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Case Studies: Ride-Sharing
• Ride-sharing addresses a key service
gap: supplements to public transit/
personal vehicles
• Platforms are two-sided markets
extracting value from passengers and
drivers
• Core operations are automated:
algorithmic pricing and matching
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First Rule of Surge Club: Don’t Talk About Surge Club
Unintended consequence: drivers collude to manipulate price!
• How?: turn their ride-share apps off to create a false decrease in
supply and use 3rd-party apps to monitor the price
• challenge: hard to distinguish between false and real supplydemand gaps due to volatility in certain locations.

Failure Point: under-estimating strategic nature
of human users
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Case Studies: Cruisin’ for parking
Cruisin’ for parking causes unwanted congestion, reduces business district vitality,
and is an imposition to residents.

source:

INRIX parking study; reported in Seattle Times
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How do cities combat these issues?
How do cities typically set on-street parking prices?
• establish a uniform target occupancy rate for each
blockface of 60–80%
• conduct annual studies to manually count parked
cars
• set prices based on a prescribed schedule using
the data from the annual study

Parking
1hr
$4

Parking
1hr
$4

Main St. : $2/hr
Center St. : $1/hr

opportunity: smart meters + pay-by-phone apps are
replacing coin-based, manual meters.
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Performance-based pricing:a game changer?
SFpark and LA Express Park use demand-responsive pricing to open
up parking spaces on each block and reduce circling

•
•
•
•

Image credit: SF Examiner

SFpark: two trials, 2013–2015 dynamic pricing study
rates vary by block, time of day and day of week
small rate adjustments: $0.50/hr down or $0.25/hr up
data: price changes, hour groundtruth occupancy,
traffic volume, paid transactions

Image credit: UCLA Transportation
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Limited Success Due to Lack of Awareness
• Price elasticities significantly vary spatially
and temporally.
• Location is the primary driver of parking
choice: e.g., in LA study, ∼50% of people
parked within one block of their intended
location.
• Information is key: e.g., surveys indicate
∼60% of parkers do not know what price they
paid

Failure Point: users have enough information
about mechanism

Online
Intercept

31%

25%

24%
20%

20%
11%

Price Change

Time of Day

Mobile App

LA Express Park: Awareness Survey
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Living Lab: Solutions for today’s smart cities
Belltown, Seattle, WA: Current Parking Zones

Ex. GMM for 8AM–3PM

Ex. GMM for 3PM–8PM

• No parking sensors: Only transaction data and
targeted ground truth data
• How can we use available data to learn robust
representations?
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Living Lab: Co-Design of Information & Incentives

Option 1

Option 2

• Research: Co-designing information and incentives via bayesian persuasion and algorithmic
mechanism design
• Robustness principal: if model does not faithfully capture the world, we provide guarantees
that we will do not worse than if we had ignored it
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What Next?
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Open Research Directions
• strategic interaction of algorithms:
• what happens when “city smarts” collude in unexpected ways?
• managing (unintended) coordination amongst algorithm supported/provided services
• synthesizing markets that respect human behavior:
• smart cities are supported by dynamic networks of federated agents
• managing (strategic) agent coordination by synthesizing micro-markets
Data Driven
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City Smarts: Socially Aware Algorithms for “X”
• assurances for algorithmic fairness and equity?
• algorithmic transparency: How do we regulate algorithms and
foster trust in automation?
• Understanding how humans change their behavior in response to
automation
• Detecting, predicting, and explaining unintended consequences
• Shifting labor markets: algorithmic bosses
• resilience: preventing security threats resultant from reliance on
automation
• legal/policy issues: protecting privacy and data ownership and
understanding data provenance in learning systems
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Central socio-technical questions:

Question/comments: ratliffl@uw.edu
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